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***

Background

The  Geneva  Academy  of  International  Humanitarian  Law  and  Human  Rights  is  a
postgraduate joint center located in Geneva, Switzerland. The faculty includes professors
from both founding institutions and guest professors from major universities. – The Geneva
Academy is affiliated with the University of Geneva.

Dr. Nils Melzer has been the Swiss Human Rights Chair (HR Chair) at the Geneva Academy
since March 2016. As HR Chair he develops and promotes the Geneva Academy expertise in
HR  via  policy  work,  cutting-edge  research,  expert  meetings,  the  development  of
partnerships and teaching. Since November 2016, Nils Melzer has also been the UN Special
Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment.

*

Dear Dr. Melzer,

As UN special Rapporteur on Torture, your mandate comprises three main activities:

1) transmitting urgent appeals to States with regard to individuals reported to
be at risk of  torture,  as well  as communications on past alleged cases of
torture;

2) undertaking fact-finding country visits; and

3)  submitting  annual  reports  on  activities,  the  mandate  and  methods  of
work to the Human Rights Council and the General Assembly.

See this for full description of mandate.

Dr.  Melzer,  your  first  mandate  as  Special  Rapporteur  on  Torture  is  appealing  urgently  on
States and Nations with regard to individuals that are at risk of torture and cruel, inhuman
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and degrading treatment. This is the case with children, being forced to wearing masks,
including in class, physical distancing, as well home schooling, out of touch with their friends
and colleagues, but forced to be repeatedly covid tested in schools with the hurtful RT-PCT
test (RT-PCT = reverse transcription of the polymerase chain reaction). A case in point –
though not exclusive – is Switzerland, where cantonal authorities are compelling schools to
periodically test children from as young as Kindergarten to pre-college level.

Children’s mask wearing (as well as for senior adults) causes chronic headaches and fatigue,
because  blood  and  brain  receive  insufficient  oxygen  which  may  lead  to  lasting  damage,
including memory loss. Children suffer psychological traumas. Depression and suicide rates
increase exponentially.

At the same time, children are increasingly being coerced via teachers and community
authorities  to  be vaccinated against  Covid-19,  even though the mRNA-type “vaccines”
almost  the  only  so-called  vaccines  available  in  Europe  and  the  US,  are  not  officially
considered as “vaccines” by CDC, but “experimental gene therapies,” i.e.  primarily the
Pfizer, Moderna, AstraZeneca, Johnsons and Johnson and a number of other GAVI-supported
COVAX injections, or so-called vaccines.

These so-called vaccines – or rather gene-therapy experimental inoculations – are known to
be dangerous,  see Doctors for  Covid Ethics Rebuttal  Letter  to the European Medicines
Agency (EMA) and bear special long-term risks for children.

Dr. Melzer, this is an Urgent Appeal – to save Human Rights for children around the world
from cruel and inhuman covid measures applied to them, including to adolescents and
young  adults,  measures  that  have  nothing,  but  absolutely  nothing  to  do  with  health
protection but everything with oppression towards long-term slavery, and yes, a systematic
and massive-style depopulation.

You recently said correctly and wisely “Sadly, today, torture remains a very real part of
situations  of  conflict  and  violence”.  What  many  of  the  193  UN  member  governments  are
forcing their children to go through is a form of torture, especially considering their potential
– and likely – long-term effects – see again the report of Doctors for Covid Ethics.

You added, that you won’t be able to:

“save the world single-handedly as a Special Rapporteur, …..  that there are hundreds
of stakeholders – organizations, NGO’s, UN agencies and individual experts – who have
been  working  on  torture  issues  for  decades.  [However],  a  Special  Rapporteur’s
independence means I can pick up issues that have remained under the radar of the
international community, bring them to the table and try to drive cooperation.”

Dear Dr. Melzer, what I described before as cruel and inhuman acts against children, akin to
torture, is one of those issues you mentioned. Therefore, my quest today – my Appeal to
you, as Human Rights Representative – is to please pick up the issue of Covid-based Human
Rights abuses on the world population, but particularly on children.

What the absurd covid measures do to the world is a crime, but what they are doing to
children is beyond a crime; it is totally immoral, destructive for our powerless children, and
for the future of these children, as well  as for society as a whole, as children are our
societies’ future. And worse of all, these measures have nothing to do with health protection
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– but absolutely nothing. They are sheer tyranny to control.

Children behind masks, social distancing, locked-down, remote schooling — deprived from
meeting, talking and playing with their peers, friends, instead scaring them into losing their
personalities, their self-assurance and self-esteem – results not only in a physical health
problem, but also a psychological health issue which over time has untold, uncountable
collateral damage, including total submissiveness for today’s children.

Our children are vulnerable – they are our future.

They need their Human Rights defended.

Dear Dr. Melzer – please speak up for them, at the UN, at UNICEF, in front of the 193 UN
member governments, which follow all more or less the same insane covid narrative, the
same covid  Human Rights  abuse  –  and  especially  the  same Human Rights  abuse  on
children.

Thank you.

*
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